
 

                   

Say Goodbye to Toxic Chemicals!     
Introducing  

Our Land, Oceans and Animals 

Deserve a  Safe Clean Product. 

Working for a cleaner planet 

one wash at a time! 

AG-USA, LLC 

PO BOX 73019 

Newnan, GA 30271 

Phone: (888) 588-3139 

   Phone: (888) 588-3139    
Email: info@AG-USA.net 

Website: www.AG-USA.net 

Call Us Today &  Let   

       

SAS  is 100% carcinogen free and works 

hand in hand with mother nature to help 

maintain a clean healthy planet. Our    

product works by breaking down the 
molecular structure of contaminates, nitrates, 
carbon dioxide, oxygen and water.     

SAS has been at the forefront of  
effective, clean products on the market 
and has helped thousands of individuals 
and companies choose a better 

alternative to harmful chemical products. 

 used as Planet Wash Work For You! 

AG-USA, LLC makes no warranties of any kind, express or implied with respect to SAS. 
Manufacturer's and seller's obligation limited to replacement of product for defective material 
only. Neither seller or manufacturer shall be liable for any injury, loss or damage directly or 
consequently arising from the misuse or inability to use the product.  

          used as      
Planet Wash 

♦ Multiple Uses  

♦ Water Based ♦ Biodegradable  

♦ Carcinogen Free ♦ Non-Toxic  

♦ Non-Polluting ♦ Easy to Apply         
 ♦ Effective & Economical               

                                                                         AG-USA,  LLC  
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Highly Versatile 

Super Concentrated 

Provides Rapid      

Results 

Made from Natural 

Plant Oils 

Safe to Use Without 

Special Protective 

Clothing 

Rig Wash 

Wildlife Cleansing 

Shoreline Wash 

Vehicle/Boat Wash 

Floor Wash 

Equipment and Structure Cleaning 

Heavy Duty Degreaser 

Tar Removal 

Industrial Cleaning 

Pressure Washing 

Steam Cleaning 

Waste Water Treatment 

Cleans - rubber, vinyl, glass, plastics,   

metals, ceramics, fabrics, etc. 

 

The uses are vast and wide thanks to the 

dynamic formulation of the product. 

Before... 

After... 

Human and Animal Safe! 

SAS used as Planet Wash is a Powerful 

Chemical-Free Product that has almost un-

limited uses when it comes to cleaning and 

degreasing. Below is a small sample of 

what SAS as Planet Wash can be used for: 

SAS used as Planet Wash will not harm 

animal eyes, ears, respiratory system  or  
skin and is even safe if accidentally 

ingested in small quantities. 

SAS as Planet Wash Can Clean This Up! 

SAS  as  Planet Wash has innumerable 

industrial and real world applications. It 

has the capability of replacing any of the 

chemical or toxic cleaners being offered 

today. SAS as Planet Wash offers the 

industryan effective and environmentally 

friendly all-purpose cleaner/degreaser at a 

highly competitive price.  

SAS used as Planet Wash can be 

instrumental in  rescuing and preserving 

land, sea and  animals across the globe 

from various  industrial accidents, natural 

catastrophes and man-caused disasters. 
  


